Part I Part of the problem

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CBS Cleans House :
Rural Shows Out,
Law and Order in
No Beverly Hillbillies? No Hee Haw?
No Andy Griffith or Mayberry R.F.D .
or Green Acres? No . Not even Family
Affair? This is CBS?? Next fall it is .
The network went the rumor mill one
better-it didn't just "de-ruralize" its
prime-time line-up . It cleaned house as
never before at a season's end . Out,
besides all those "corn pone shows,"
as one CBS official dubbed them, went
Ed Sullivan's 23-year-old vodvil hour,
Jim Nabors, Men at Law, The Interns,
Hogan's Heroes, To Rome with Love
and Lassie . Altogether. 13 series, to
be replaced by eight new ones (four
hours a week having to be turned back
to local outlets under the FCC's new
three-hour rule) . The new entries : a
90-minute movie made for TV (giving
CBS three movie nights weekly) ; Glenn
Ford in Cade's County, hopefully a
1971 version of Gunsmoke ; William
Conrad as Cannon, a 1971 private-eye
modeled after Dick Boone's role in
Have Gun-Will Travel: David Janssen
as O'Hara, a Treasury agent ; Rod
Taylor and Dennis Cole in an unnamed
drama about two 1914-style crime
chasers ; Dick Van Dyke in the role
of a small-town Johnny Carson ; Sandy
Duncan in Funny Face, based on a
1957 Audrey Hepburn-Fred Astaire
movie ; and Dean Jones in The Chicago
Teddy Bears, ribbing Chicago's 1920
gang days . Conspicuously missing
from the line-up : Jackie Gleason . Also
gone : 60 Minutes, being moved to
Sundays at 6 P .M . (ET) . But CBS
Viewers watching their TV at 7 :30
(ET) in the evening next fall can expect to see many an old familiar
series they thought the networks had
dropped . Reason : local outlets will be
programming 7 :30-8 on five out of
seven nights and most probably will
fill the time with retired network
fare. The FCC asked the networks to
program 8-to-11 but granted waivers
(requested by ABC and NBC) permitting 7 :30 starts on Tuesday and Sunday nights .
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SURVIVAL TELEVISION

Broadcast TV has low survival value . Channel and time scarcity
mean high money, low access . Either artificial superstars affect
behavior, or "announcers" interface between you and the camera Seeing yourself, or people who relate to your life style, is
impossible . Yet broadcast TV is our dominant media environment .

A system has order, a flowing from point to point .
The highest function of ecology is the understand
ing of consequences .

Many of us working in portable video do it not just as a means of
personal and collective expression, but also as an antidote to the
psychic straightjacket of commercial television . TV is just too
powerful a tool to leave to the advertisers alone .

Dune

Frank Herbert

For the past year at Raindance we've been talking about alternate information systems and a decentralized video information communications network . Judging from the feedback we've been
getting lately (letters to Radical Software, phone calls, people coming to our Saturday night
shows) more and more people are getting into using portable 1/2" video taperecorders and making
tapes of their schools, their streets, their environs, and the people who inhabit them . We've had
inquiries from people trying to set up videotape facilities, or groups, or theatres at universities
or in communities who would like to see videotapes of other places made by other people .

As with any high survival mode, decentralized TV is of a high variety which just can't be supported by 50 million people like a broadcast television show .

Most of these people have some kind of
funding to allow them to acquire tapes
but they haven't yet gotten to making
tapes or they've just started and haven't
yet done anything they consider that
good .

This means that a true alternate network, or distribution system, must respect diversity . It has
to be able to pass around one copy of a tape as easily as a hundred, or a thousand .

We would like to set up a model for a videotape exchange and equitable distribution service . We
have approximately $1000 to do this experiment . If the model proves viable we welcome anybody
to use it in setting up their own distribution network . In this experiment we will be selecting video
material and assembling taped information packages somewhat representative of the video inforProcess PRINT-OUT
The function of the function at The Proces s
Print-out will be twofold
It will be as ongoing debriefing on how
the plan is working so as to involve
everyone in the actual planning and
working of the alternate network, and
to guard against valuable expertise
accruing only to the people who are
actually administering the plan .
The second function of The Process
Print-ouwlbe istahpe
we've received, not just to the ones
.cexrptdinhVeoAcsCatlg
Thus, even though your tapes may not
be included to the assembled package,
you still receive the service of a listing
so that people can get in touch with
you directly.
Moreover, we plan to hold no master
tapesunlwgretodisbu
yours at a price structure predetermined by you) independent of the Video
Access Catalog .
Thus, the assembled tape which goes
outwil beathirdgenrationcpywhic
help protect you from commercial
ripoff without your knowledge . Also,
because you hold your original tapes
people must contact you for further
access to them . You therefore become
your own distributor and the alternate
network stays decentralised .
So that's the plan . We offer tapes now
.foWrhenxcwagtmsl
software we assemble a Video Access
Catalog. Then that catalog is offered
for sale (or.Yeoxuchgant)r
proportionate to the amount of
your tape which is included (figured
.inmutes)
Even if your tape is not included, you
get the benefit of a listing in the Process.
Print-out and people can contact
you directly . Of if your tape is included,
unless we arrange to do your distribulion . you retain your master and do
your own . Thus the system stays de
centralized . And print serves as the
video access model .

mation sent to us . In addition we will publish a Process Print-Out detailing what video information
tape has been sent to us, who sent it, where we are sending the video information packages, how
much we're charging, what our costs are, etc .

With your help we'd like to develop this Video Information-Tape Exchange as an exchange of videotapes which are basically recordings of reality of what's going on around us : information about
things that are important for our survival ; tapes of people who are getting into things ; tapes that
will help people watching them to understand and feel the environment and experience recorded
on the tape . Because the information is indigeneous to real needs, and not produced in anticipation of a commercial outlet, it trends towards high survival value .

Videotape Exchange

How it Works

We are assembling several videotape packages of 30 and 60 minutes (Sony AV series, or Type One
Standard ) which include our material and video material by other groups and invididuals in the
U .S ., Canada, and elsewhere . We would like to exchange these for a half-hour or hour of video information tapes which you've made .
In other words, you send us thirty minutes of your software, we send you thirty of ours . You send
us sixty, we send you sixty . And so on . You get to see what we've taped and v get to see what
you've taped .
That's the first round .
Then we'd like to assemble all or part of the tapes we've received into a Video Access Catalog .
This will be a composite tape which will both have information value in itself and display the range
and kind of tapes being made . Unless you designate otherwise, we will assume that you have no
objections to the tape you've sent us being included in a subsequent package .
We would like to offer the Video Access Catalog tapes, both the ones we've assembled and the ones
we will be assembling, for $55 an hour outright purchase (both raw tape and software) or $28 a
half-hour.
Or, if buyers send us a blank tape, then we will dub the software onto it for $30 per hour, and $15
per half hour . Those are the information charges .

If you request it we will offer duplicates of your entire tape
for sale (or rental) . You decide on the price allowing us
25%d of the sale or rental price if you supply the dupes or
$45/hour ($23 .half hour) if you expect us to make the dupes .

in N .Y . State include 6% tax

Video Cassettes Are Official at Time, Inc

. ; Cartridge Television Files

COSTS
One hour tapes will sell for $55, or $30 more than the cost of raw tape
(assuming we can purchase it at $25 an hour . We have been paying $30
an hour) . Half-hour tapes will sell for $28, or $15 more than the cost of
raw tape .
As to the basic costs we figure it will cost about $12 per hour to duplicate an assembled tape, pack it, mail it, and keep records of it . Our initial figures break down this way :
Equipment & repair (new heads, etc .) $3 hr
Labor in duping, packaging & mailing $4 hr
Contribution to overhead & record keeping $3 hr
Packaging, mailing & labeling $2
These costs are "fixed" costs . That is, for each tape we send out (exchange or sale) it costs this much plus the cost of the tape . In addition,
there is a cost involved in assembling the master from which copies are
made . This cost should be defrayed across the total number of dupes
made . We're estimating this at $3 per copy for labor, equipment, and
repair, subject to revision as the feedback comes in regarding volume
in the exchange and sales . The rest of the money represents the information charge to the people who recorded the original information included in the exchange tape .
As we have stated above : the income for the included information is
proportionate to the number of minutes on the assembled tape (hour
or 1/2h.our)mltipedbyhotalsendrtalofhpe
If the video information which you've sent us is included in the assembled information tape which we sell (or rent) you will receive payment
in proportion to the amount of your video information ( minutes ) included
in the tape . (If you only want to exchange between "us" and "you"
please specify, or if we don't feel your information tape needs to be
passed on urgently then the first tape you get back from us will be recorded over the information you've sent .)
Return to Contributors : The charge for video information (software)
is equal to the Selling Price minus the cost of the tape (where blank
tape isn't sent), minus the costs of assembling, duplication, packing,
mailing, & record keeping, or roughly from $10 to $15 for one hour .
More simply, if 5 minutes of the material which you have sent is included
you will receive one twelfth (5 :60) of the "info charge" of from approximately 80 cents to $1 .25 (or if it's 20 minutes then 20 :60 equals 1 :3 or
$3 to $5) . This may not sound like much (well it isn't) but from what
I understand it is somewhat better than the % return to the originator
in the information book industry . If 50 tapes are sold or rented you would
receive from $40 to $65 for a 5 minute segment of from $150 to $300 for
20 minutes or if 100 are sold or rented $80 to $130 for a five minute segment and from $330 to $500 for a 20 minute segment .

Volume : Based on about $1,000 start up money, if we sell no tape packages and have to buy tape to send out our exchanges, then we could only
send out 20-25 hours of tape.Or,ifwetokhapyusent d
mailed our copy back on it we could afford to process about 50-55 exchange tapes .
If, however, we can sell as many as 75-85 tapes a month, we can afford
to exchange as many as 40-50 additional tapes and still return about
$1,000 total to the original producers of the video information .
These volume figures are based on a maximum of 125 hours of tape which
we believe we can turn out per month without having to get additional
equipment and space, but does include an allowance for repairs and depreciation .
In other words, if we sell less then we can't afford to offer as many
straight exchanges . If we sell more, then we will have to borrow or buy
more equipment and perhaps find more people to do the dubbing . As
we're working in New York, where expenses are high, this plan may be
possible elsewhere more cheaply . On the other hand, New York is a
center for a lot of video activity which minimizes communications costs
and delays .
Our Return : Obviously if we're just meeting expenses but receiving
nothing ourselves then the plan is a burden to us . On the other hand you
need protection against our profiteering .
What we want out of this is the same thing we're offering others : distribution for our tapes . We have made and want to make tapes and we
want to be supported . Unless there's an equitable system for that we
can't do it . Because no one else is now setting one up, we've decided to
initiate it . The safeguard, we feel, is that our tapes will have no value
unless other people's do .
We at Raindance expect to include some (but
not too much) of the material we have videorecorded and cash in on a bit of the "information
charge ." Videofreex, People's Video Theater,
and Media Access (Portola Institute) also have
agreed to let us include some of their tapes into
the video information tape exchange packages .
(The early packages will necessarily include more
local contributions than when the exchange really
gets rolling .)

THE FUTURE
The logical future of a tape exchange/sales network is in videocassettes and/or cable television .
If we have demonstrated a sensible, working model for video information exchange then we can
help those media develop sensibly .
Right now, mostly money people are at the switches in cable and cassettes . And they seem to
have no sense of how to enhance indigenous video production .
On the other hand, if we're (Raindance) the only ones in distribution then we run the risk of being
just another hard-edged structure .
So we don't know precisely what the future will lie . We don't think we want to do it forever, much
Whole Earth Catalog
less a few years . We have thought of setting a self-destruct limit like the
but we feel that's premature, partly because it would limit our flexibility . Right now though we
certainly can't see ourselves administering distribution more than a year . We've got other things
to do . Like make tape .

This is a sample of the filing cards we will be using for the videotape
exchange . For now please supply the following information with the tapes
you send us We will include cards with the tapes we return to you
I . Title & Description of Tape (Subject matter) .
2 . Recorded by
Sent by Address and Phone
3 . Length of tape I /2 hour . or 1 hour, or more :
4 . Video system on which tape was made
5 . Can your playback equipment accept I hour tapes

POTENTIAL. RIP-OFF'S & SAFEGUARDS
1 . Too much control resides with the people who administer the distribution, i .e . us .
.Wehavtridoesgntamuchonrlspibemans

Somebdyhast rihng

with the individual producers inherent In the plan is
a You retain control of your master tapes
.
plecanotyudireclan o
d We publish a list of where the package tapes have gone so that if your material is included
you can follow up directly .
2. Your tapes go out without your knowledge or a third party gets a hold of your software and sells
it or shows it in a theater without informingyou.
This is partly contingent on the honesty of our accounting system . The major safeguard is that
youhldrmasteowhvrantsouehmatginouchwtyTeompild
.tchoiprdesgwnauthiclsbegnrayuitbleforcmiavblty
The scrutiny on us is that we have no control over feedback as video people are in touch with
each other independent of us .
3 . Your tape ends up with an intelligence agency like local police or the FBI .
We will not be selling to these people directly. On the other hand. it wouldn't take much for them
to get a copy. We will have to assume therefore that any tape which is passed on to us has been
cleared by you . Of all the tape that we ourselves have made (approximatly 175 hours) there is
nothing that would get anyone in trouble . and a lot that would teach them something .
4. Your production costs (not al tapes cost the same to make, or are worth the same) or what you
feel is the value of your tape is out reflected in the returns you get .
Remember we are only paying a standard return on the compiled tapes For your tape specifically
people must contact you or deal with us . both For whatever value you place in the tape The
advantage to pricing inputs to the package tape evenly is we all help support each other
5. The system becomes a scouting service For com ercial people who then single out certain producers
and give them lots of money while others stay poor.
That is a real danger because it will generate an economic structure which will only supply a
low variety of material . On the other hand . the inherent structure of decentralized TV is toward
financial support for a high variety of information
What we hope is that the alternate network will make us aware of who we are and that rather
than be cannibalized (like the old media game) we will assert ourselves as a sort of software lob
by making demands on other structures
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